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Strong! links! exist! between! mechanical! dyssynchrony! and! the! response! to! cardiac! resynchronization!
therapy!(CRT).!Recent!publications!recommend!identifying!correctable!dyssynchrony!patterns!with!a!specific!
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In! the! last! decade,! cardiac! resynchronization! therapy! (CRT)! raised! as! the! recommended! procedure! to!
treat! heart! failure! in! patients! with! asynchronous! contraction! of! the! cardiac! chambers! (Yu! et! al.! 2008).! A!
biventricular! pacing! device! optimizes! the! left/right! ventricular! delay,! and! eventually! the! atrio[ventricular!
delay.!When!deficiencies! in! the! conduction! system!are! compensated,! synchronous! contraction! is! expected! to!
improve! the! heart! efficiency! and! patient! survival.! Established! international! guidelines! recommend! pacing!
patients! with! symptomatic! heart! failure,! electrical! abnormalities! and! decreased! left! ventricular! function!
(Auricchio! et! al.! 2013).! Nonetheless,! these! selection! criteria! are! sub[optimal.! The! therapy! fails! to! “improve!
enough”! patient! condition! in! approximately! 30%!of! the! cases! (clinical! response),! and! reverse! remodeling! in!
50%!of!the!cases!(volume!response)!(Bleeker!et!al.!2006).!This!issue!is!of!primary!concern!given!the!prevalence!
of! the! symptoms! (between! 25! and! 50%! of! heart! failure! patients,! at! least! 15!million! people! in! Europe! (van!
Veldhuisen! et! al.! 2009)),! and! the! associated! costs! (better! implanting! 1%!of! the! devices! in! the!United! States!
between! 2003! and! 2007! (Laskey! et! al.! 2012)! already!means! an! impact! of! 105M€! [[[15K€! per! device,! 7000!
devices).!
!
Currently,! no! consensus! exists! on! better! selection! criteria.! Publications! abound! on! new! predictive!
indexes!better!than!others.!Paradoxically,!they!over[focus!on!the!blind!assessment!of!mechanical!dyssychrony!
(mainly! through! peak! or! time[to[event! measurements),! instead! of! better! understanding! the!mechanisms! of!
therapy! response.! A! change! towards! a! more! comprehensive! strategy! was!more! recently! claimed! (Fornwalt!
2011).!Some!studies!highlighted!the!relevance!of!distinguishing!between!specific!types!of!dyssynchrony,!each!
one!associated!to!a!pattern!correctable!by!CRT!(Parsai!et!al.!2009!;!Doltra!et!al.!2014).!They!pave!the!ground!
towards! interpreting! those! mechanical! patterns! in! light! of! precise! electrical! and! structural! abnormalities!
(Vernooy!et!al.!2014).!
!
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temporal! and! anatomical! variability! are! removed,! the! comparison! of! spatiotemporal! patterns! of!motion! and!
deformation!is!challenging.!
!
Quantifying! the! distance! from! a! patient! to! a! normal! motion! pattern! is! an! intuitive! way! of! encoding!
pathological!patterns.!Clinicians!actually!do!so!when!diagnosing!a!new!patient:!given! the!representation!of!a!
normal!contraction!(previously!learnt),!where!and!how!much!does!the!observed!patient!differ!from!normality?!
Then,! once! categorized! as! abnormal,! can! a! similar! process! be! extended! to! quantify! the! distance! to! a! known!
(ab)normal!pattern?!
!
This! philosophy! guided! our! work! on! dyssynchrony! patterns! amenable! to! CRT! response.! In! a! first!
instance,! an! atlas! of! normal! motion! was! built! from! healthy! subjects! (Duchateau! et! al.! 2011).! Average! and!
covariance! of! myocardial! velocities! were! encoded! at! each! point! of! the! myocardium.! The! motion! of! CRT!
candidates!was! locally! compared! to! the!atlas!by!a! statistical!distance! to!normality! (p[value!associated! to! the!
Mahalanobis! distance).! Motion! abnormalities! were! coherent! across! subgroups! of! dyssynchrony! patterns!
(Duchateau!et!al.!2012b).!Notably,!a!specific!pattern!of!intra[ventricular!dyssynchrony!(also!called!septal'flash)!
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space! of! lower! dimensionality,! which! could! be! modeled! as! a! manifold.! Then,! we! proposed! to! quantify! the!
distance! between! a! new! patient! and! this! specific! pattern,! in! complement! to! its! distance! to! normality.! We!








• First,! determining! the! amount' of' pre/processing' required' to! study! motion! and! deformation! patterns.!
Features!quality!strongly! impacts! the!performance!of!machine! learning!algorithms,!although!exaggerated!
efforts!are!often!dedicated! to! their!extraction.!The! literature!abounds!of!methods! to!estimate!myocardial!
motion!via!cardiac!segmentation!and!tracking.!Specific!concrete!physiological!knowledge!could!refine!the!
features! extraction! in! our! application:! local! anatomical! coordinates! (radial,! circumferential! and!
longitudinal),! spatiotemporal! a[priori! (phases! of! the! cycle! and! anatomy! should! match),! quasi[
incompressibility! of! the! cardiac!motion! (DeCraene! et! al.! 2012),! etc.! In! addition! to! these! specificities,!we!





condition.!We!hypothesized! that!motion!patterns!belong!or! lie!close! to!a!non[linear!manifold! that!can!be!
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transformations! that! do! not! require! elaborated! computational! anatomy! techniques! (Duchateau! et! al.! 2011).!
Furthermore,!the!signature!of!the!septal!flash!pattern!is!more!contrasted!on!velocities!than!on!displacements!or!
strain!patterns! (Duchateau!et! al.! 2014).!These!velocities! are!extracted! from!echocardiographic! sequences!by!





10.1).! This! consists! of! three! steps.!At! each! location! of! the!myocardium,! average! and! covariance! of! velocities!
over!a!set!of!healthy!volunteers!encode!a!representation!of!local!normal!motion!(the!atlas!in!(Duchateau!et!al.!
2011)).!Then,!at!the!same!locations,!the!velocity!of!each!individual!is!compared!to!the!distribution!of!velocity!
vectors! for! this! reference! population,! using! the!Mahalanobis! distance.! Finally,! the! p[value! associated! to! this!




On! top!of! this,! the!maps!are!multiplied!by! the!sign!of! the!radial!velocity,! so! that! the!characteristic!pattern!of!
septal!flash!is!highlighted!(the!inward!and!outward!motion!of!the!septum!during!early[diastole,!Fig!10.1).!
!
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Voxel[based! statistics! are! often! retained! to! analyze! group[wise! and! inter[group! differences! after!
alignment!to!a!common!reference.!Each!voxel! is!considered! independently! from!the!others,!which!may!affect!









When! the!structure!of! the!data!space! is!known!(e.g.! the!manifold!of!diffusion! tensors!or!diffeomorphic!
transformations),!mathematical!operators!exist!to!define!statistics!compliant!with!this!space.!In!contrast,!in!our!
application,! the! structure! of! such! a! manifold! should! be! learnt! from! data.! We! chose! a! specific! non[linear!







Our! dataset! consists! of! 109! maps! of! abnormality! as! the! one! in! Fig! 10.1,! where! rows! and! columns!
respectively! correspond! to! the!position! along! the! septum!and! the! time!along! the! cycle.!They!were! extracted!
from! 2D! echocardiographic! sequences! in! a! 4[chamber! view.! Focus! was! kept! on! the! isovolumic! contraction!
(where! septal! flash! appears)! and! the! systole.! One! map,! completely! synthetic,! was! filled! with! 0! values! and!
served! to! encode! true! normality.! The! learning' set! was! composed! by! this! synthetic! map! and! 50! real! maps!
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The! Isomap!algorithm!(Tenenbaum!et! al.! 2000)! is!used! to! reduce! the!dimensionality!of! the!data!while!
preserving! specific! data! arrangement.! It! maps! each! (high[dimensional)! input! sample! to! a! space! of! (low[
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determined.! Synthetic! experiments! on! the! Swiss! roll! (Fig! 10.3)! can! show! that! the! accuracy! of! the!manifold!





We! complemented! this! measure! by! the! node' flow' on' a' graph! (Choi! &! Choi! 2007),! which! reflects! the!
number!of!shortest!paths!passing!through!each!node!of!the!graph.!This!measurement!is!directly!performed!on!
the!graph,!before!any!dimensionality!reduction,!and!is!therefore!independent!of!the!choice!of!dimensionality.!A!















The! Isomap!algorithm!may!be!highly!affected!by!an!heterogeneous!density! in! the!samples!distribution,!
and!in!particular!in!the!presence!of!“holes”!in!the!distribution.!This!is!partially!the!case!on!our!data,!as!visible!in!
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Fig!10.4c.!On!this!aspect!of!the!learning,!our!method!could!be!improved!by!algorithms!that!specifically!target!











This! information! is! complemented! by! Fig! 10.5b,! where! synthetic! patterns! were! generated! from!
coordinates!evolving!from!normality!along!the!first!two!dimensions!(the!dashed!lines!in!Fig!10.5a).!Notably,!the!
characteristic! inward/outward!events!of! the!septal! flash!are!preserved,!while! this! is!not! the!case!with! linear!










also! referred! to! as! ridge! regression.! The! optimization! looks! for! a! “smooth! enough”! interpolating! function!
(regularization!term)!that!gets!“close!enough”!to!the!training!samples!(similarity!term).!The!kernel!formulation!
both! constrains! the! search! into! a! given! space! of! smooth! functions! (fixed! by! the! kernel! bandwidth),! and!
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First,! our! dataset! includes! a! synthetic! zero[valued! abnormality!map! that! encodes! true! normality! (the!
















dividing! the! kernel! bandwidth! by! two! at! each! iteration! and! interpolating! the! residual! ! (Fig! 10.7b).! This!
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From'low/dimensional'motion'coordinates'to'high/dimensional'motion'patterns'(testing'set).!
The! second! part! of! the! algorithm! solves! the! reverse! problem:! it! estimates! the! motion! pattern! that!
corresponds! to! the! low[dimensional! coordinates! determined! by! the! first! step! (Fig! 10.6b).! The! problem! is!























(Sec.3.2).!The!regularization!weights! for!the!two!consecutive! interpolations!are! jointly!estimated!by!heuristic!
tests.! Their! optimal! values! are! determined! based! on! the! generalization! ability! over! the! training! set[[[the!
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reconstruction! error! when! using! a! leave[one[out! approach! (Davies! et! al.! 2010).! In! our! application,! they!
corresponded!to!101!and!100.5,!respectively!(Duchateau!et!al.!2012a).!
!
Naturally,! the! performance! of! the! methods! depends! on! the! size! of! the! training! population.! The! two!
estimated!distances!(to! the!manifold!and!to!normality)!were!computed! from!randomly!generated!datasets!of!
smaller! size.! Convergence!was! assessed!by! the!number!of! subjects! above!which! the! results! stabilize! to! their!
final!value!±5%:!above!45!subjects!for!the!distance!to!the!manifold,!and!above!41!subjects!for!the!distance!to!










The!motion!patterns!of!our!population!were!analyzed!with! respect! to! the! two!proposed!distances:! the!







The! training! set,! made! of! septal! flash! cases,! has! a! low! distance! to! the!modeled! pattern.! This! actually!
reflects!the!reconstruction!error!of!the!interpolations,!formulated!as!an!inexact!matching.!Such!cases!spread!all!
along!the!horizontal!axis! from!low!to!high!abnormal!patterns,!which!also! indicates!that! the!whole!support!of!
the!manifold!defines! the!distance! to!normality.!Few!of! them!are!close! to! the!origin! for!normality,!which!may!
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Patients!were! separated! according! to! the! volume! response! to! CRT,!measured! by! a! clinical! expert! as! a!
reduction!≥15%!in!left[ventricular!end[systolic!volume,!without!heart!transplantation.!Three!subgroups!were!
identified:! responders! who! recovered! normal! motion! at! follow[up! (who! went! within! the! normality! range!
defined!by!the!healthy!subjects),!responders!for!which!abnormal!motion!is!still!present,!and!non[responders.!
!
These! subgroups! cannot! be! distinguished! at! baseline:! the! presence! of! septal! flash! at! baseline! is! not! a!
sufficient!condition! for!CRT!response.!This!coincides!with! the!philosophy!of! (Parsai!et!al.!2009! ;!Doltra!et!al.!
2014),! which! interpreted! response! at! follow[up! in! light! of! the! correction! of! the! identified! abnormal!
mechanisms.!In!our!population,!significant!changes!are!visible!at!follow[up.!Patients!within!the!range!of!normal!
motion!are!mostly!responders.!The!other!patients!have!higher!distance!to!the!manifold,!suggesting!that!septal!
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Further! results! and! discussion! can! be! found! in! (Duchateau! et! al.! 2013b).! They! notably! include! the!
evolution!of!the!whole!population,!and!the!outcome!immediately!after!pacing.!Complementary!interpretations!
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metrics,!adding!robustness! to! the!density!of! the!samples!during! the! learning,!combining! features!of!different!
types! (Sanchez[Martinez!et! al.!2015),!modeling! several! abnormal!patterns!at!once,! etc.!The!pipeline! is! easily!
transposable! to! other! applications,! imaging! modalities,! and! features! of! interest! (not! necessarily! in! cardiac!
imaging).!However,! the!main!decision!should!be!taken!as!early!as!possible,! to!decide!whether!using!a!similar!
but!complex!framework!(statistical!atlas!and!learning!a!manifold)!can!add!value!to!the!clinical!application.! In!








The!results! in!(Parsai!et!al.!2009)!were!already!a!great! improvement!to!CRT,!as! the!decision!algorithm!
improved!patient!selection!by!removing!ambiguity!on!3!out!of!5!groups,!which!always!or!never!respond.!Simple!
criteria! defined! the! inclusion! to! a! given! group! and! facilitated! the! reproducibility! of! the! results.! Our!
methodology! is! less! easy! to! implement! in! clinical! routine,! and! simpler! but! comprehensive! indexes! that!





ventricular! dyssynchrony! is! purely! electrical,! meaning! that! resynchronization! should! lead! to! response! in!
subjects!with!septal!flash[[[therefore!defining!a!hyper[responders!population.!In!contrast,!structural!disease!on!
top! of! the! electrical! abnormalities! worsens! the! outcome:! although! electrical! dyssynchrony! is! corrected,!
mechanical! abnormalities! (myocardial! infarct)! still! exist! and! the!probability!of! response! is!highly!decreased.!
Going! beyond! these! interpretations,! confirmed! by! our! results,! should! consider! additional! variety! in! these!
mechanisms.!External! factors!could!affect! the!clinical!condition,!such!as!the!presence!of!atrial! fibrillation,! the!
lack!of!contractile!reserve,!or!the!lead!position,!and!should!be!considered!in!further!studies.!Nonetheless,!from!
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Finally,! one! of! the! strongest! limitations! to! CRT! resides! in! the! definition! of! response.! Paradoxically,! no!
agreement! exists! (Fornwalt! et! al.! 2010).! We! hope! that! our! approach,! based! on! the! quantification! of!
abnormality,! could! open! the! way! towards! less! binary! decision! of! therapy! success.! Further! studies! should!
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Fig( 10.1:( Overview! of! the! extraction! of! motion! features,! leading! to! the! computation! of! spatiotemporal!
abnormality!maps.!
!
Fig( 10.2:( Non[linear! dimensionality! reduction! via! the! Isomap! algorithm.! Adapted! from! (Duchateau! et! al.!
2012a).!
!




Fig( 10.4:( (a)!Node!flow!distribution!against! the!number!of!nearest!neighbors.!Errorbars! indicate!the!median!
and!1st/3rd!quartiles!over!the!training!set.!(b)!Isomap!error!against!the!dimensionality!of!the!output!space!and!
the!number!of!nearest!neighbors.!White!crosses! indicate!the!minimum!value!of!each!column.!(c)!Training!set!












to! local!density!variations:! single[!vs.!multi[scale! interpolation.!Adapted! from!(Duchateau!et! al.!2013c).!With!
permission!of!Springer.!
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